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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Hymns to the Old Gods contains four new songs, totaling almost 12 minutes, created by the talented
composer Andreas Waldetoft.

These grand songs run while playing as Norse characters to enhance the experience and atmosphere of the game. Andreas
Waldetoft has been working on Paradox Development Studio games since Hearts of Iron II and Europa Universalis III.

 We Are Norse - The Norse were feared warriors who raided, explored and settled large areas of Europe, Asia and the
North Atlantic islands. This song pays homage to their strength and resolve
 The City of Birka - On the island Björkö in lake mälaren, the city of Birka was one of the earliest urban settlements in
Scandinavia, being founded in the middle of the 8th century. This song was written to honor one of the most important
trade centers of the Viking age
 Wilderness - From the harsh winters comes the strength of the Norse. There is also great beauty in the vast wilderness
of Scandinavia. This tune seeks to convey the serene beauty and spirit of the Nordic lands
 Thor - The son of Odin and the protector of mankind. With his hammer Mjölnir, he was one of the most popular gods
in Norse mythology. This powerful hymn was written as a tribute to the God of Thunder and Lightning
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After spending $5 on a game I honestly didn\u2019t expect much. That being said, this game isn't even worth that. The trailer is
misleading making you think that there is more to the game than just a couple of levels yet there is nothing. The game trailer is
all that is in the game. I am also new to steam so I didn\u2019t know you could get a refund. After trying I only found out that
they will not grant me one because I have had the game rotting away on my desktop for almost a month. Don't waste the money..
Since I've been a big kickstarter and follower of Long Night, I have been very intrigued and very interested in it's development.
Upon finally playing it, it has so far gone beyond my expectations and Trickster Face have done themselves proud!!! It takes me
back to the classic gaming days of Silent Hill with it's fixed camera angles and type of story, but with a twist of amazing artwork
and Up-to-date survival horror and suspense; unlike any other game I have played for a long time! I strongly recommend this
game and can't wait for the next episodes.

Also, be sure to look out for me in the VIP area of the game ;) aha!. GT is back and as funny as ever. This time fully voice acted
in English. Continue Cake's adventures as he sets out to save the Kingdom of Glory once again in a world filled with videogame
parodies, maidens and a complete lack of fourth wall. Is Holy Avatar still there? Why of course! His semidivine Humble Self
has formed his own exlusive female only guild, the Holy Avatar Fan Club. ^^ What are you waiting for? You're playing Skyrim?
Pffft. Why so serious?. Great game with awesome graphics. It has decent story considering the length of the game. I bought it
on sale for 1.24€ and it was very worth it for that money.

You combine the present and the past in this game from which you solve some good logical puzzles alongside with platforming
part. You can also freeze the time with the snail in the past/present and that is very cool! :)

Also, the sound in the game is kinda mystical which fits thematics perfectly and the narration(yes this game has narration xD!)
is pretty good in my opinion.

I'd give this game rating of 9/10 because it's kinda short but everything else is great!. I wasn't expecting much, but this would be
terrible even if it were a $1 mobile game.. The audio messes up for me, also THE TURN SYSTEM SUCKS, the duck you are
battling attacks 2 TIMES IN A ROW!! Really hard for me, the game gets boring after a while, and not worth the price. Game is
broken, waste of cash. Cant change my directional keys from WASD newb defaults to ERTF - nor can I invert the mouse which
really breaks the experience since looking around is reversed. Even checked for a config or ini file but nothing, couldve ignored
the other problems but I simply couldnt interface with the game properly. Needs a fix.. Fun short puzzle adventure. A handful
of the puzzles were frustrating but for the most part I enjoyed it.

There is no combat, just a series of puzzles to progress through the story and map.
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This game is really nice. When you get bored:
-Open a beautiful music.
-Click the play button.
And..... Just buy it guys.. This game surprised me - it plays like a roguelite board game, and the pixel tabletop aesthetic really
helps it IMO.

It has a surprising amount of replay value and strategic depth, though it could be improved a lot too. It doesn't work full screen
for me unless I press alt-enter, and it crashed a few times before I properly got it working. Some customization of soldiers
would also be welcome even if it was just their names.

For the price I'd *definitely* recommend it to fans of strategy or rogue-lite, as you should find plenty of playtime in trying to
survive.

For a full review with screenshots :
https:\/\/koolthingsforkoolkids.wordpress.com\/2016\/04\/23\/should-you-play-link\/. 9/11 game would play again.. Too clunky
to recommend. Great game! Incredibly addicting and quite the challenge! I'll sleep when I'm dead! Until then... PROJECT
MALLOW!. I realize at first it looks like your average shovelware fps, but it's pretty damn good. I feel bad for getting it on sale
because it's fantastic and it looks like no one really knows about it.

The gameplay is something I can genuinely call a "Doom clone". You have your faster straferunning, 2.5D engine, an arsenal
that resembles Doom's (no SSG tho :( ), a great soundtrack...
There's a custom map maker and workshop support but there's hardly any maps on there so I can't really call that a selling point.
There's lots of difficulty options, and it runs on just about anything. If you're one of those pansies that complains about
hitscanners, there's not any in this.

Overall, very worth it for the $3 I got it for.. I'm not usually one for visual novels, but this one turned up on my queue one day
and the opening theme caught my attention - that and the unanimously positive reviews. Allow me to add my own.

This game is wonderful. The "Thinking" parts can get a bit tricky (there's a guide in the community if you get stuck) but the
story and aesthetics are absolutely lovely. The characters are real and interesting, and I found myself empathising with them all
very easily. My only complaint about the story was that they had a perfect set up for polyamory and didn't use it (especially with
the events at the end of chapter 6).

All in all, fantastic story, beautiful game, couldn't put it down. Seriously, go buy this game, and then wait patiently for the other
three to come out.

EDIT: I got the Mayuri ending... JUST RIP MY HEART OUT AND STOMP ON IT WHY DON'T YOU. BASTARDS.. Awful
even for a cheap game.. This software just crashes all the time
it doesnt worth the money and the devs dont care about it. un·jol·ly
adj. un·jol·li·er, un·jol·li·est

1. Devoid of good humor and high spirits.

2. Never exhibiting or occasioning happiness or mirth; uncheerful: an unjolly tune.

3. Offensive; unenjoyable: had an unjolly time.

4. When a game developer sells you a game with the Multi-player Steam store tag, but makes no mention that this
multiplayer mode is exclusively a single-PC hotseat mode, and you sit around on different continents with two copies of
said game.
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